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Efficient Least Squares Multimodal Registration
With a Globally Exhaustive Alignment Search

Jeff Orchard, Member, IEEE

Abstract—There are many image registration situations in which
the initial misalignment of the two images is large. These regis-
tration problems, often involving comparison of the two images
only within a region of interest (ROI), are difficult to solve. Most
intensity-based registration methods perform local optimization
of their cost function and often miss the global optimum when
the initial misregistration is large. The registration of multimodal
images makes the problem even more difficult since it limits the
choice of available cost functions. We have developed an efficient
method, capable of multimodal rigid-body registration within an
ROI, that performs an exhaustive search over all integer trans-
lations, and a local search over rotations. The method uses the
fast Fourier transform to efficiently compute the sum of squared
differences cost function for all possible integer pixel shifts, and
for each shift models the relationship between the intensities of
the two images using linear regression. Test cases involving med-
ical imaging, remote sensing and forensic science applications show
that the method consistently brings the two images into close regis-
tration so that a local optimization method should have no trouble
fine-tuning the solution.

Index Terms—Image registration, least squares, multimodal reg-
istration, Fourier.

I. INTRODUCTION

I NTENSITY-BASED registration involves a cost function
and an optimization strategy. The cost function is chosen

so that its optimum value is achieved when the two images
are properly registered (for an overview of image registration
methods, see [1]). The optimization strategy is the method by
which one seeks this optimal solution (by adjusting the regis-
tration parameters). In the design of automatic intensity-based
registration algorithms, one of the major stumbling-blocks is the
challenge of registering images when their initial misregistra-
tion is large. We loosely define a misregistration as large when
a local optimization strategy (e.g., gradient descent) will fall to-
ward a local optimum that is not the correct global optimum.

When only a subset of an image is appropriate for compar-
ison, one can use a region of interest (ROI) to limit the extent
over which the cost function is computed. For example, two im-
ages may have substantially different fields of view and overlap
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by only a small amount, or perhaps one image contains addi-
tional objects that are not present in the other image. A mis-
registration could be considered large if the ROI and its corre-
sponding region in the other image do not initially overlap. If
the images are taken from different modalities, the registration
problem becomes even more difficult because the choice of ap-
propriate cost functions is limited.

This kind of multimodal image registration is used in med-
ical imaging [2]. To illustrate the problem, consider the scenario
where a patient has a computed tomography (CT) scan of their
head, then subsequently develops a brain tumor. Further diag-
nostic imaging might include the acquisition of a magnetic res-
onance (MR) image. Registering the CT to the MR image could
help in surgical planning by determining the proximity of the
tumor to bony landmarks. However, the presence of the tumor
in the MRI can cause an automatic method to converge to an in-
correct registration solution. If an ROI that excludes the tumor
is selected from the MR image, then we start to run into the
problem of large misregistrations (large relative to the ROI, at
least). Other medical imaging scenarios might require one to
register two images that have a vastly different field of view,
suggesting the use of an ROI to constrain the comparison to a
region of the overlap.

Another tricky registration scenario is mosaicking, stitching
together overlapping images to render a scene with an extended
field of view. Mosaicking is common in remote sensing [3] and
is also used in the inspection of circuit boards [4]. Adjacent im-
ages overlap, but the exact amount of the overlap is not known.
If the range of uncertainty is too large, we again run into the
issue of a small ROI and a (relatively) large misregistration.

Applications of image processing in forensic science can also
be plagued by large misregistration issues. It was recently pro-
posed that image matching could be used to aid in the identi-
fication of human remains by finding the best match of a post-
mortem (after death) dental X-ray in a database of antemortem
(before death) X-rays [5], [6]. One tooth (or a number of teeth)
of a postmortem X-ray can be outlined to define the ROI. This
image can then be registered to antemortem X-rays of candidate
matches. The image that best matches the postmortem image
within the ROI may indicate a positive identification. The reg-
istration cannot be performed over the entire image since the
postmortem image might be missing teeth that could be present
in the corresponding antemortem images, and the distance be-
tween the upper and lower teeth could be different for different
X-ray sessions.

In all of the above scenarios, the initial misregistration could
be large. Unfortunately, the vast majority of intensity-based
image registration methods are based on the local optimization
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of a cost function. The images must be nearly aligned, and
typically a gradient-descent type method is employed to find
a local minimum (or maximum, as the case may be). If the
two images are initially misregistered by too much, the opti-
mization scheme will fall into a local basin of attraction that
does not contain the global minimum; the resulting solution
does not give the correct registration. This issue becomes more
pronounced as the ROI gets progressively smaller.

In this paper, we focus our attention on the difficult problem
of globally optimal multimodal registration. We wish to produce
an efficient method that performs an exhaustive search over at
least part of the motion parameter space. Our goal is to bring the
two images into close enough alignment that the fine-tuning of
the registration can be achieved by a local optimization strategy.

A. Previous Work

Other researchers have solved pieces of the problem within
this framework. Methods have been developed to perform
multimodal registration on an ROI, but can only find the local
optimum. Other methods have been developed to perform
global registration, but only for image pairs that contain the
same field of view, thus ruling out any use of an ROI. Finally,
some methods perform global registration on an ROI, but
are not appropriate for multimodal registration. The relevant
methods in all three cases are outlined below. To our knowl-
edge, however, no one has developed a global multimodal
registration method that incorporates an ROI.

First, let us look at global registration methods. It is well
known that global rigid-body registration can be achieved by
decoupling the rotation and translation components in the fre-
quency domain [7]–[10]. A rotation in the spatial (image) do-
main corresponds to the same rotation in the frequency domain.
By looking at the magnitudes of the Fourier coefficients in the
frequency domain, the optimal rotation can easily be found;
when representing the frequency domain in polar coordinates,
the problem amounts to finding the best shift along the axis.
Once the rotation is corrected, the optimal translation can be
determined using the phase correlation technique [11], [12].
This method finds the best shift by taking the Fourier transform
of both images, dividing their Fourier coefficients on an ele-
ment-by-element basis, and then computing the inverse Fourier
transform on the result. If the two images are shifted versions
of one another, this final image should contain a single impulse
spike at the location corresponding to the best shift. Another ap-
proach to global rigid-body registration is to apply a log-polar
coordinate system transformation [13]. If the centre of rotation
is chosen the same in both images, then the rotation and scaling
can be determined easily (since each manifests itself as a shift
in the log-polar space). The problem is that there seems to be
no easy way to choose the correct centre of rotation. To ad-
dress the issue, Wolberg et al. [13] combine a multiresolution
approach with an exhaustive search over all possible image cen-
tres to achieve good registration results. However, the theory un-
derlying all of these methods assumes that the images are iden-
tical, except for rigid-body motion (although some also incor-
porate scaling [10], [13]). In particular, these methods (with the
possible exception of [13]) do not work when registering to an

ROI. Furthermore, these methods do not work for multimodal
registration.

A number of methods have been proposed to tackle multi-
modal image registration. The mutual information cost function
is currently a popular choice [14], [15], its advantage being that
it makes no assumption about the intensity correspondences be-
tween the two images. Unfortunately, there is no known way to
efficiently perform an exhaustive search over parameter space,
so all implementations rely heavily on local optimization tech-
niques. A multiresolution and regular sampling method was de-
veloped to handle a wide range of medical image registration
problems [16]. Later in this paper, however, we show that the
method achieves little success when the initial misregistration
is large compared to the size of the ROI. Some other registra-
tion methods attempt to model the relationship between the in-
tensities in the two images as part of the registration process
[17]–[19]. While these methods still require the images to be
nearly registered, their approach is closer to the method we pro-
pose here.

The sum of squared differences (SSD) cost function, some-
times referred to as “least squares,” has been used widely in
image registration [9], [17]–[24]. With only a few exceptions
[17]–[19], the SSD cost function is not generally used in mul-
timodal image registration. The advantage of the SSD is that it
is a correlation-based cost function, and can be evaluated effi-
ciently for all possible integer translations using the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) [25]. Using the FFT affords speedups (over di-
rect evaluation of the cost function) of 50 to 500 times [21]. This
approach has been implemented in a number of studies where
correlation-based cost functions were used [21], [26]–[29].

In this paper, we present a method based on the SSD cost
function that consistently returns the rigid-body transformation
parameters that are close to the true values. This is done in
the context of relatively small ROIs, and for both monomodal
and multimodal image pairs. Our only limitations are that the
method only considers integer shifts, and that the rotation be-
tween the images must be small (preferably less than 5 ). In our
opinion, these are not major stumbling blocks, since a local op-
timization method can subsequently be used to obtain subpixel
accuracy, and the method can be rerun with several different
starting angles, and the best solution chosen. Such a multistart
strategy is also used in [16].

II. THEORY

For notational brevity, we start by outlining the theory for
aligning two 1-D signals of length rather than images or vol-
umes.

A. Exhaustive Alignment Search

The goal of alignment is to find the optimal shift for the signal
so that it spatially corresponds to the signal . Moreover, if

and have only a partial overlap, then the alignment should be
over a subset of each of the images. In that case, we include a
weighting function over that assigns a value in the range [0,
1] to each sample in . This weighting function (also referred
to as an “alpha map” in [27]) essentially selects an ROI over
which the comparison to is to take place. We will refer to this
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weighting function as . Finding the optimal alignment is then
a matter of finding the shift to apply to that minimizes

(1)

Our strategy for optimizing the cost function in (1) is to exhaus-
tively compute it for all integer shifts , and simply choose the
shift that yields the minimum value. There is a technical reason
we compute the cost for integer values of , as will be outlined
below. However, since our goal is to find an approximate reg-
istration solution, it is enough to consider only integer shifts.
Hence, for the remainder of this paper, we will only concern
ouselves with integer values of . As outlined in [21] and [27],
expanding the brackets in (1) leads to

(2)

The last term in (2) is constant with respect to , so is irrele-
vant to the optimization problem (although it can be computed
cheaply). The summation in the second term can be reformu-
lated into a convolution

(3)

where is a reflected version of (i.e., ). This con-
volution can be evaluated efficiently using the FFT. Let
represent the Fourier transform. Then

(4)

That is, the convolution can be computed for all integer values
of by an element-wise multiplication of the Fourier coeffi-
cients of and , followed by an inverse FFT. Note that
is equivalent to , the complex conjugate of . This
method for computing the convolution implicitly assumes that
is periodic, so that as shifts, any image content that gets moved
out of the field of view on one side of the image enters the field
of view on the other side of the image. A similar approach can be
used to compute the first term in (2). The advantage of using the
FFT in these computations is that it reduces the computational
complexity of evaluating (1) for all integer shifts from
to [25]. These convolution terms comprise the bulk
of the processing. The FFT makes it feasible to find the global
optimum for much larger signals (including images, volumes,
etc.) than would be possible using direct evaluation of (1).

B. Linear Regression

The SSD cost function in (1) is not directly suitable for multi-
modal registration because it assumes that the two images have
the same intensity mappings (i.e., that corresponding regions in
the two images are represented by the same intensities). This is
not the case for multimodal registration. For example, the bone
in a CT image is bright, while bone is dark in an MR image.

Instead of using the SSD as shown in (1), we can simultane-
ously incorporate an arbitrary linear model in place of , and
easily compute the optimal linear coefficients using linear re-
gression. To do this, we replace with in (1), where

is a row-vector of regressors that depend on ,
and is a column vector containing the corresponding
coefficients. For example, if we want to perform the registration
while considering all possible brightness and contrast adjusted
versions of (in other words, considering all images that arise
from a linear remapping of the intensities in ), then we define

and (5)

where is the brightness adjustment, and is the contrast
adjustment. Then our cost function becomes

(6)

Notice that now our cost function depends not only on the shift
, but also on the linear coefficients . To optimize this cost

function, we follow the same process as before and expand the
brackets in (6) and get

(7)

where we have replaced with for notational sim-
plicity. Factoring out of the summations, and omitting the last
term since it does not depend on or , gives the equivalent cost
function

(8)

where is the matrix and is
the row vector . It is important to note
that each different shift produces a different and . For
example, the th element of the matrix is

Finding the least-squares solution of the quadratic form in (8)
can be achieved by solving the linear system

(9)

for [30]. Our strategy is to compute each element of and
for all shifts using the FFT method described above, and

then use those values to solve (9) one candidate shift at a time.
As a result, we exhaustively compute the optimal for every
shift. Using these optimal -values, we then evaluate the cost
function for every shift. It is worth noting that the computa-
tional complexity of solving a linear system is gener-
ally , so to register two signals and of length in-
volves solving such systems, resulting in a total operation
count of . Also, computing each entry of and
for all possible shifts takes . The matrix has
entries, and has entries. Hence, computing and
for all possible shifts takes operations.
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Putting it all together, finding the globally optimal shift takes
floating-point operations (flops).

The method described above can trivially be extended to 2-D
and higher. If and are both images, the computational
complexity becomes .
However, this only finds the best shift (in the horizontal and
vertical directions), and does not consider any rotations.

C. Rotation

We can incorporate small rotations using a linear approxi-
mation. If represents the image rotated by , then its
linear approximation is

where is an image that contains the partial derivative
of with respect to rotation. This rotation component can be
implemented using an additional regressor. Suppose we want
to add rotation to the brightness/contrast adjusted model in (5).
Replacing with our approximation to , and multiplying

by (a dot-product), we get

(10)

(11)

where . Hence, we can incorporate small rotations
using the regressors and computing

by . A locally optimal solution to the nonlinear problem
can be computed by solving the linear problem in a fixed-point
iteration framework.

It should be noted that this linear rotation component be-
comes more difficult to resolve if some of the regressors are
nonlinear functions of (for example, or

). In such cases, the relationship between and the as-
sociated regression coefficients ( -values) becomes nonlinear.
Moreover, combinations of regressors can yield multiple values
for ; this is the case when using more than one nonconstant re-
gression term, since each regressor will include its own linear
rotation component. We see no built-in way to force all the es-
timates for to agree (see the second-last paragraph in Sec-
tion III-A for an example).

III. METHODS

A. Implementation

Based on the above theory, we implemented a program in
C++ that takes a reference image and weighting image , as
well as some regressors based on an image , and finds the op-
timal shift, regression parameters, and small rotation that give
the smallest cost function value. Algorithm 1 lists the pseu-
docode for efficiently evaluating the cost function using the re-
gressors .

The program was implemented on an Apple Macintosh Dual
2.5-GHz PowerPC G5 workstation with 8 GB of RAM, and run-

ning Mac OS X. A number of optimization measures were taken
to speed up the code. Apple’s AltiVec library of vectorized nu-
merical routines is used for some simple image manipulations
such as element-wise addition and multiplication of images. We
use LAPACK [31] to solve the systems of linear equations in
(9). We also use the FFTW library [32] to compute the FFTs.
Finally, since our images are real-valued, we take advantage of
the conjugate symmetry in the frequency domain by computing
a half-sized FFT in one of the two dimensions, cutting the com-
putational cost roughly in half. However, none of the code was
optimized to run on a multiprocessor machine. In fact, one pro-
cessor was disabled for the timing tests.

Algorithm I: SSD with linear remapping and rotation

1: input:
2: assign , and
3: precompute for
4: precompute for
5: initialize the cumulative rotation,
6: repeat
7: counter-rotate and
8: find bounding box for nonzero part of
9: shift and equally so that the bounding box is in

the upper-left corner
10: pad/crop the shifted and so that they are the

same size as
11: compute and
12: compute

for all integer shifts simultaneously
(Note that is symmetric.)

13: compute
, for all

14: for each valid shift do
15: solve for
16:
17: if is the lowest so far then
18: record and
19: end if
20: end for
21: adjust to compensate for the initial shift of

and (see step 9)
22: compute
23: increment
24: until , or completed more than 6 iterations

25: the solution is

Our implementation skips candidate translations if the ROI
is not entirely inside the image . The FFT-based convolutions
intrinsically assume that the images are periodic, and afford the
ability to consider wrapped versions of (where is shifted
such that it only partially overlaps with the ROI). The portion
of inside the ROI for such a shift would actually contain spa-
tially-disperate regions of on each side of the wrapping seam.
We chose to exclude these cases from our set of valid shifts be-
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cause they were not appropriate to the medical, forensic and re-
mote-sensing applications cited in this paper. While we have no
choice but to compute and for all shifts (valid or oth-
erwise), we can easily avoid solving (9) for invalid shifts.

During preliminary tests of the method, we found that a
two-pronged approach worked best, combining the results
from two different SSD applications. One approach uses the
gradient magnitude of the images, while the other uses a
piecewise-linear function to model the relationship between
the intensities of the two images. Define as the
magnitude of the gradient of , (similarly define ). Then our
combined SSD cost function is the weighted sum of the two
SSD cost functions

(12)

where represents the shift vector, and are relative
weighting coefficients, is an array of two regressors
made up of and its rotational derivative, , and

is an array of nine regressors

(13)

representing a piecewise-linear function with three pieces (see
Fig. 7). The symbol is a masked version of where all but
the pixels with intensities in the range of the th piece are set to
zero

if
otherwise

for

(14)
That is, each piece is implemented by setting all pixels outside
the corresponding intensity range to zero. The symbol rep-
resents a “unit” regressor of ones, masked by the same mask
used on . The three pieces were chosen by splitting up the in-
tensity range of into three equal parts. More inspired methods
for determining the break points might include studying the his-
togram of , or using prior knowledge if it is available. However,
these options have not been examined in this paper.

Once the two SSD components are evaluated for all shifts
(and their corresponding optimal -values are stored for

each shift), they are combined using a weighted sum so that
the minimum value of each SSD is scaled to one (clearly, this
assumes that the minimum before scaling is nonzero). Thus,
in the combined cost function, is the minimum computed
value of the gradient magnitude SSD, is the minimum com-
puted value of the piecewise-linear SSD, and the resulting
lowest possible value of the combined cost function is two.
If the minima of the two SSD components occur at different
shifts, then the minimum of the combined SSD will be greater
than two. The minimum of the combined SSD indicates the
optimal shift, which in turn dictates the optimal values for the
two sets of regression coefficients (the -values). Notice that

once values are assigned to these regression coefficients, they
can yield four different estimates for (one for each of the
regressors , and ). In
our implementation, we use the median value of these four
candidate values as our estimate for .

As mentioned earlier, we use a linear approximation for small
rotations, and solve the linear problem within a fixed-point iter-
ation scheme. In particular, we continue iterating until the ro-
tation increment, , is less than 0.5 , to a maximum of six it-
erations. Also, when solving the system in (9), there are situa-
tions when the system is very ill-conditioned. For example, for
a given candidate shift, if the region of that falls within the
ROI is nearly constant, then the set of regressors is nearly lin-
early dependent. Since these cases typically do not correspond
to a correct registration, we do not solve the system (9) if the
condition number of is above a chosen threshold .

B. Experiments

The method was tested in three different image processing
genres: medical imaging, remote sensing, and forensic science.
Each genre consisted of two distinct pairs of images (giving a
total of six image pairs over all three genres). For each pair of
images, one image was selected as , and the other as . For each
image , two different ROIs were chosen, a large one and a small
one. The large ROI covered approximately 40% of the object
in the overlapping portion of the images, while the small ROI
covered approximately 10%. In all, there were 12 different reg-
istration scenarios. Each scenario was registered with the SSD
method described above, as well as with two cost functions im-
plemented by FLIRT [33], part of the FSL family of programs
developed at Oxford [34]. We used FLIRT’s implementation of
the correlation ratio (CR) and normalized mutual information
(NMI) cost functions. For the NMI trials, the number of bins was
set to 64 (all images were 8-bit). Also, a custom schedule file
was created to mimic FLIRT’s default 3-D registration strategy
in a 2-D rigid-body registration context. The schedule file was
catered to small rotations by sampling the cost function for an-
gles 10 or smaller. All methods used linear interpolation for
resampling.

The gold-standard rigid-body transform for each registration
scenario was estimated by manually selecting five corre-
sponding points in the image pair and computing the optimal
(least-squares) transform to align them.

To assess the success of a registration method, we computed
the average pixel displacement (from its true registered posi-
tion) for pixels within the ROI. A displacement of zero means
that the registration was perfect, while a very large average dis-
placement indicates that the registration failed.

IV. RESULTS

Table I shows the average pixel displacement for the three
registration methods on the 12 registration scenarios. These re-
sults are reported in measurement units of pixels.

The SSD method took about 160 s to run all 12 cases, thus
averaging about 13 seconds per registration. Running FLIRT’s
CR method on all 12 cases took 348 s, averaging about 29 s per
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TABLE I
AVERAGE PIXEL DISPLACEMENT (PIXELS) FOR EACH OF THE 12 SCENARIOS

Fig. 1. Results for registering the CT image to the T1-weighted MR image (large ROI) in the “Head” image pair. Both the CT and T1 images are 256� 256. The
gold-standard parameters to register the CT to the T1 are (�; x; y) = (1:8 ;�17:3; 2:8), where the initial placement aligned their upper-left corners. The images
are from the Visible Human Project (National Library of Medicine), (a) CT, (b) TI-MRI with ROI, (c) Moved CT (SSD), and (d) Moved CT (FLIRT NMI).

Fig. 2. Results for registering the CT image to the graytone photo (small ROI) in the “Torso” image pair. The CT image is 240� 295 and the graytone photo is
262� 206. The gold-standard parameters to register the CT to the photo are (�; x; y) = (�0:3 ; 14:4;66:4), where the initial placement aligned their upper-left
corners. The images are from the Visible Human Project (National Library of Medicine), (a) CT, (b) Photo with ROI, (c) Moved CT (SSD), and (d) Moved CT
(FLIRT NMI).

case.1 Finally, FLIRT’s NMI method took at total of 404 sec-
onds, averaging about 34 s per registration. These timing results
exclude the time it takes to save the registered image since the
option was disabled for these timing tests. In ten out of the 12
cases, the SSD method converged in just one iteration (i.e., the
estimated rotation was less than 0.5 ). The remaining two cases
each converged after four iterations.

Figs. 1–6 show some example registration results using the
three methods on six of the 12 registration scenarios (choosing
one of the two ROIs for each of the six image pairs). The images
depicting an ROI [labeled (b)–(d)] are dimmed outside the ROI
to make the ROI more visible. Starting with a large ROI, the
size alternates from one figure to the next. For each figure, the

1FLIRT is not necessarily optimized for our computing environment.

result for either FLIRT’s correlation ratio or normalized mutual
information is shown, whichever yielded the lower average pixel
displacement.

Fig. 7 shows a joint-intensity scatter plot for the pixels inside
the large ROI for the “Torso” image pair after being registered
correctly by the SSD method. Superimposed over the scatter
plot is the optimal piecewise-linear regressor.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The results clearly suggest that the SSD method proposed
here is comparable to, if not superior to, the FLIRT registration
method when applied to registration scenarios where the initial
misregistration is large. The method works for both mono- and
multimodal registration.
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Fig. 3. Results for registering the graytone photo to the height map (large ROI) in the “Intermap” image pair. The graytone photo is 602� 756, and the height
map image is 655� 488. The gold-standard parameters to register the photo to the height map are (�; x; y) = (0 ;�42:8;�53:2), where the initial placement
aligned their upper-left corners. The images are courtesy of Intermap Technologies, Inc. (Englewood, CO), (a) Photo, (b) Hight map with ROI, (c) Moved Photo
(SSD), and (d) Moved Photo (FLIRT CR).

Fig. 4. Results for registering image 1 to image 2 (small ROI) in the “Landsat” image pair. Image 1 is 430� 698, and image 2 is 567� 566. The gold-standard
parameters to register image 1 to image 2 are (�; x; y) = (0 ;�141:0;141:6), where the initial placement aligned their upper-left corners. The images are
courtesy of the U.S. Geological Survey Landsat Project, (a) Image 1, (b) Image 2 with ROI, (c) Moved Image 1 (SSD), and (d) Moved Image 1 (FLIRT CR).

The proposed SSD method is very efficient, and even out-
performs the FLIRT methods despite the fact that FLIRT is de-
signed with speed in mind. The SSD method generally com-
pleted in less than half the time it took FLIRT. However, our
implementation of the SSD method takes advantage of several
optimizations, whereas it is not clear how optimized FLIRT is
for our computing platform. Also, part of FLIRT’s runtime is
spent fine-tuning its registration solution, something that our
SSD method does not do. However, the amount of time spent on
this fine-tuning is likely not large, since FLIRT uses “a simple
but fast local optimization method” [16].

Even though we outline here a method for the approximate
registration of 2-D images, the method scales very naturally to
data of higher dimension, such as 3-D, 4-D, etc.

The images used in these experiments are orientation-aligned.
That is, we assume that the rotation is small (e.g., less than
5 ). Our method computes the locally best rotation for all pos-
sible translations. In this sense, out method is global in terms
of translation, but local in terms of rotation. For 2-D rigid-body
registration, this leaves only one parameter that is not exhaus-
tively searched. The method is fast enough that it can be com-

puted starting from a number of different candidate rotations,
choosing the best result as the final solution. This “multistart”
idea is used in other registration methods, including FLIRT [16].
It should be noted that such a search becomes much more diffi-
cult in higher dimensions because the number of rotational pa-
rameters increases.

Currently, our SSD method does not incorporate scale
changes. The scaling transform can be linearly approximated
(as rotation is in this study), and incorporated using additional
regressors. In our two-pronged approach, this would give us
three regressors for the gradient magnitude SSD computation
(rather than two), and 12 for the piecewise-linear portion (rather
than nine).

Higher dimensional polynomial regressors can also be used
in the linear regression, although the cross-terms that result from
the linear rotation term start to pile up, and the method becomes
computationally cumbersome. This is one reason we opted for
a piecewise-linear regression model (the other reason being the
ability to model discontinuities). Ultimately, the method out-
lined here affords a great deal of flexibility. It remains to be seen
where the computational trade-offs overwhelm the benefits.
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Fig. 5. Results for registering the antemortem image to the postmortem image (large ROI) in the “Dental” image pair. The antemortem image is 596� 450, and
the postmortem image is 515� 365. The gold-standard parameters to register image 1 to image 2 are (�; x; y) = (�3:6 ;�166:5; 125:5), where the initial place-
ment aligned their upper-left corners. The images are courtesy of Dr. David Sweet (Bureau of Legal Dentistry, University of British Columbia), (a) Antemortem,
(b) Postmaster with ROI, (c) Moved Antemortem (SSD), and (d) Moved Antemortem (FLIRT CR).

Fig. 6. Results for aligning print 1 to print 2 (small ROI) in the “Fingerprint” image pair. Both images are 388� 374. The gold-standard parameters to register
image 1 to image 2 are (�; x; y) = (�2:1 ; 32:6;�83:2), where the initial placement aligned their upper-left corners. The images are taken from the training
dataset of the FVC2002 competition [35], (a) Print 1, (b) Print 2 with ROI, (c) Moved Print 1 (SSD), and (d) Moved Print 1 (FLIRT CR).

Fig. 7. Intensity scatter plot for the SSD registration solution for the “Torso”
image pair using the large ROI. The three lines depict the optimal piecewise-
linear function relating the intensities in the CT image to the intensities in the
graytone photo.

For the most part, the piecewise-linear SSD worked fine by it-
self. However, it failed on a few of the 12 scenarios in this study.

The same is true for the gradient magnitude SSD, although it
failed more often than the piecewise-linear method. Each SSD
approach by itself does not always find the minimum cost value
at the true registration. However, the combination of the two
SSD approaches has thus far proven to be very effective at com-
batting this phenomenon, probably because it is unlikely that
both SSD approaches will assign a low cost to the same erro-
neous registration. In a sense, the approaches complement each
other, and as long as they both consistently assign a relatively
low cost to the true registration, the minimum of the combined
SSD will likely occur at the true solution.

The piecewise-linear function used in the linear regression
was generic, consisting of three equal-width linear pieces. Im-
provement to our SSD registration method might include using
prior knowledge or image histograms to guide the design of the
linear pieces to strategically place the discontinuities.

The full range of possibilities of the weighting function (alpha
mask) have not been explored in this paper. Here, we essen-
tially use as a binary mask. With no additional computational
cost, more complicated weighting functions can be used, in-
volving two or more regions of interest, as well as fractional
weights (between 0 and 1).

By no means does this paper constitute an exhaustive study of
the benefits and pitfalls of the SSD method or the FLIRT regis-
tration method. Indeed, there are plenty of registration scenarios
for which the proposed SSD method will fail. In these cases,
we expect most other methods will also fail. This study simply
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stands as a demonstration of the potential of the SSD method.
Future work includes examining what other degrees of freedom
we can build into the spatial transformation, and still realize the
efficiency and robustness.
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